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It is Thursday and due to certain organizational issues, our Friday Newsletter is issued today. Apologies. 
 
We start with a quote from a good comment by Gady Epstein of The Economist who wrote: "Not many 
presidents could make threatening nuclear war the second worst thing he did in a week." 
Whilst we don’t like dawdling in subjective views and sentiment, we share the dismay expressed after Trump’s 
unscripted statements of Tuesday. Much like some prominent leaders of the American industry we cannot 
accept the thoughts expressed whereby some Nazis are good people. They are not “good” by their own self-
definition. All of the few who had lived through the horrors of WWII agree with us on this. Tomorrow we will 
hear a 99 year-old saying this, in person.  
If only Trump would speak with one of them, he may change his thinking. The saddest part here is his 
comments were indeed unscripted, i.e., “from the heart”… 
 
Back to rational observations, we see markets which are smiling upon investors. One would think that the 
disarray and appearance of dysfunctionality in Washington D.C. would worry the markets, but to the contrary- 
if we remember that markets hate uncertainty, why then, a government which does nothing doesn’t introduce 
change and as such, reduces risks- Nothing changes, our plans will work as there is no disruptive 
intervention…  
Yes, stability is the mantra of good times… The Q2 earnings are just about all in and it was a good vintage… 
many “beats” on the top and bottom lines, the music isn’t abating and the party may continue… Investors 
continue to seek equilibrium amid still-subdued risk appetites as tensions between the U.S. and North Korea 
appear to have ratcheted down. They are also rebalancing positions in the wake of data that suggest the U.S. 
economy began 3Q on a firmer footing. On Monday, NY Fed’s Dudley said he would favor another rate 
increase this year if the economy evolves as expected.  
Negotiations to update Nafta were set to begin Wednesday, which might weigh on CAD; Canada and Mexico 
largely want to defend the advantages they have enjoyed under the deal, keep it free of tariffs and broaden it 
to new industries, while President Trump has called Nafta the worst trade pact in history. Will be noisy for a 
while in this area… probably there will be an “amazing” improvement in the new terms from an American view 
point and most probably these exceptional benefits for the American People will go unnoticed by observers 
other than Trump… 
We skidded again to subjectivity here… so back to noting that July retail sales rose 0.6%, double the median 
estimate and the Empire manufacturing guage rose to 25.2 way ahead of projections and then, even the 
NAHB housing index rose to 68 vs and expectation of unchanged at 64. Yes, the economy is improving, dare 
we say inspite of Trump’s efforts? 
And then we saw the Fed minutes: A fissure appears to be developing at the Federal Reserve over when to 
raise interest rates: One side is preaching caution in a low-inflation environment while another worries over 
the price of delaying. "Some participants" who counseled patience expressed "concern about the recent 
decline in inflation" and said the Fed "could afford to be patient under current circumstances." They "argued 
against additional adjustments" until the central bank was sure that inflation was on track. So the backed-in 
rises may not have taken hold, quite yet… maybe the Dollar will languish for longer? Maybe bonds wont be 
falling quite yet? Equities are likely to gain some more- Remember TINA? There [truly] Is No Alternative…  
We believe there is no reason to raise rates at this time, which would be much like taking antibiotics against 
an expected flu (won’t work, as a flu is viral)…  
This said, a real tightening will be starting soon as FOMC members agreed that the process of reducing the 
balance sheet should begin "relatively soon," with some members arguing for a more concrete date to be set. 
Fed watchers largely expect the central bank to announce the roll-off at the September meeting and begin 
shortly thereafter. Under the program, the Fed will set a cap for how much of the proceeds it receives will roll 
off each month, and then continue to reinvest the rest. This simply means that the Fed will be draining at least 
some liquidity on an ongoing basis. Tantamount to a rate rise! The FOMC meets next in September. Traders 
in the fed funds futures market assign virtually no chance of a rate hike then and about a 50% chance of a 
move before the end of the year. 
 
We chose to digress from our usual markets’ orientation and muse on wiser peoples’ thoughts- Neil Postman 
contrasted the worlds of Orwell’s ‘Nineteen Eighty-Four’ and Huxley’s ‘Brave New World’ in the foreword of 
his 1985 book ‘Amusing Ourselves to Death’. He writes: What Orwell feared were those who would ban books. 
What Huxley feared was that there would be no reason to ban a book, for there would be no one who wanted 
to read one. Orwell feared those who would deprive us of information. Huxley feared those who would give 
us so much that we would be reduced to passivity and egotism. Orwell feared that the truth would be 
concealed from us. Huxley feared the truth would be drowned in a sea of irrelevance. 
In truth, we are living in Huxley’s vision- buried in data and noise thereabouts, we can’t see the truths. 
We tie this thought back to our opening words with those written by Thomas Mann, a resolute and articulate 
opponent of the Hitler regime “Tolerance becomes a crime when applied to evil”. 
The Washington Post published yesterday a note saying “Trump must go…”. Keep your equities, wait with 
the US$... 
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Market Weekly Highlights: 
  

 The greenback remained in a range this week. The Dollar Index remains around the 93.50 level, 
down some 8.50% YTD.  
The USD is trading around 1.172 against the EUR and at 0.9660 against the CHF. The Pound is 
trading higher against Dollar since the start of the year at $1.288 as is the Japanese Yen, trading at 
109.90. 
The Russian Ruble is trading sideways against the USD at 59.20 following the oil-price pattern. The 
Brazilian Real is trading back at 3.16 vs. USD up, after the spike of 3.21 last friday 
Crude oil WTI is quite in the middle of this year’s range, at around 46.90. 

 

 The yield on 10Y U.S. Treasuries stands at 2.20% unchanged for the week. The Japanese 10 year 
JGB is trading almost unchnaged in price for the week and continues to offer POSITIVE returns at 
0.054%.  
In Europe, we see the German Bund trading at 0.42% up some 2bp for the week. The French 10Y 
Yield which hit 1.10% before the elections went down as low as 0.56% last month and now is trading 
back at 0.72%. The Swiss 10 year bond yield traded this month at around -0.019% and now is trading 
in NEGATIVE territory at 0.095%.  
In Peripheral Europe Italian 10Y yields had crossed the 2% level having started the year at 1.71% 
and are currently at 1.75% whilest the Spanish 10Y yields trade 32bps lower than Italy, having started 
the year at 1.30% and currently trading at 1.43%. 
Across the board, fixed income is steady with a slight upwards price tilt, i.e., a slight decline in yields. 

 

 Equity markets are slightly up this week in the USA. The DJIA is trading at about 21’920, SP500 at 
just above 2’455 and Nasdaq at about 6’285 as we write.  For the week to date, DJIA and Nasdaq 
are both up respectively +0.28% and +1.12% and SP500 is at +0.73% as we watch . 
In Europe all major markets are showing positive returns for this week. Eurostoxx50 is at +0.85% 
this week, the DAX is up 1.62% and for the year above 6.30% as is the  CAC40 with +0.66% for the 
week and almost 6% for the year so far. The best performers for the year remain the peripheral Spain 
and Italy, with respectively +11.74% for the IBEX35 and 13.58% for FTSE MIB.  The Nikkei trades 
down 0.18%for the week but remains up at a mere 3.08% for the year.  
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Highlighted items are interesting data points for the week   

   All data is compiled from Bloomberg   
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The content of this document has been approved and issued by Bedrock S.A. and Bedrock Asset Management (UK) ltd for information purposes only. The information and opinions contained in this document are for background information and discussion purposes only and do not 

purport to be full or complete. No information in this document should be construed as providing financial, investment or other professional advice. This information contained herein is for the sole use of its intended recipient and may not be copied or otherwise distributed or published 
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Bedrock reserves the right to request the return of this presentation at any time, without the retention of any copies by the prospective investor. 

Investment Risks 

The value of all investments and the income derived therefrom can fluctuate due to market movements and you may not get back the amount originally invested. In the case of overseas investments, values may vary as a result of changes in currency exchange rates. This may be due, 
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Limitation of Liability and Indemnity 

Bedrock expressly disclaims liability for errors or omissions in the information and data contained in this document. No representation or warranty of any kind, implied, expressed or statutory, is given in conjunction with the information and data. Bedrock accepts no liability for any 

loss or damage arising out of the use or misuse of or reliance on the information provided including, without limitation, any loss of profits or any other damage, direct or consequential. 

You agree to indemnify and hold harmless Bedrock and its affiliates, and the directors and employees of Bedrock and its affiliates from and against any and all liabilities, claims, damages, losses or expenses, including legal fees and expenses arising out of your access to or use of the 

information in this presentation, save to the extent that such losses may not be excluded pursuant to applicable law or regulation. 

Any opinions contained in this presentation may be changed after issue at any time without notice. 

Copyright and Other Rights 
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